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This paper discusses the role of models in the design of user interfaces, with
particular emphasis on integration across different modelling stages. We are
concerned with bridging the gap between psychologically motivated modelling approaches to HCI and implementation oriented interaction models, to
produce a task-informed user interface design process. An early version of a
UIDE which provides support for the role played by models in the design
process is described and exemplified through models taken from a case study.
We conclude with an assessment of our experiences and a discussion of how
the work will proceed.
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1. Introduction
Designers of interactive systems are creative within a design space constrained by requirements originating from widely varying perspectives. From a user-centred perspective come
considerations of tasks and general user characteristics, from the implementation platform
come hardware and software technology constraints and from the application domain and
client organisations originate yet more requirements. Despite the fact that user interface
design methodologies encompass these issues, the various requirements are not made
explicit within the one design support environment. As a consequence, it is difficult to
ensure that the user-centred requirements addressed in the early stages of design are carried
forward into the later stages.
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Adept is a novel design environment for prototyping user interfaces which addresses these
issues by encouraging the designer to construct explicit models of the users and their tasks.
The aims of the work on the Adept project were twofold: first, to investigate how
knowledge of users' tasks can inform the design of a system to support those tasks and,
second, to provide an integrated, model-based environment to support user interface design
and development.
The following section motivates our work through a discussion on the role of models and
tools in the design of user interfaces. These ideas have been illustrated recently in a
software demonstrator implemented for the Adept project which is described in the third
and fourth sections of this paper. The fifth section discusses the contribution and status of
this demonstrator and assesses how far it has gone towards our goal of an integrated, taskoriented, user interface design environment.

2. User Interface Design
2.1 Tools and Models in User Interface Design
User interface design is difficult and designers require effective models and tools to enable
the design process. Models serve to make explicit the results of analyses and of design,
while tools serve to support the creation of models and new designs. In spite of the
plethora of work which has been reported in each of these areas, there remains a gulf
between tool-based and model-based approaches to user interface design.
User interface management systems (UIMSs) represented some of the earliest tools to
focus specifically on the development of the interaction component of an interactive system
(see (Hix, 1990), (Myers, 1989) for an overview of the subject). Their aim was to promote
rapid prototyping of the user interface by separating the user interface software from the
application software and by partially automating the design process. The general scheme
was that the designer parameterised a generic UIMS with a model of the desired
interaction, often concentrating on the dialogue, and let the UIMS generate the user
interface and assume responsibility for run-time management of the interaction. However,
at the best, these systems offered the designer only the crudest of tools with which to
design the interaction model. Recognising that effective support for the design stages is
more likely to encourage and ease iterations through prototypes, modern user interface
design environments (UIDEs) place less emphasis on managing the interaction and more
emphasis on supporting the designer. One of the more sophisticated UIDEs is Garnet
(Myers et al., 1990) which provides the designer with a rich set of primitives and
components, together with a collection of graphical editors and interface builders.
However, in common with other UIDEs, Garnet supports only one aspect of the design life
cycle: the construction and prototyping of the user interface software, while neglecting
requirements, specification and evaluation. It is surely time that advances were made
towards supporting the entire user interface design process within an integrated
environment.
There also exists a significant body of research on the role of models in HCI. Different
models serve a purpose at different stages of the design process (Wilson et al., 1992). For
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example, user models describe the users' abilities and beliefs, task models express the
knowledge required or procedures used to perform some task, dialogue models describe the
users' interaction with a system, architectural models provide a paradigm for the
construction of interactive systems, formal models provide a specification of the interaction
or of the software, etc. However, without tool support many of these techniques are
cumbersome and have limited practical use. Furthermore, it is too often the case that those
models concerned with the user are not made explicit and therefore rely on the designer's
intuition to influence the design. All models which contribute to the design should be
made explicit and, moreover, should be made explicit within the integrated design
environment mentioned above.

2.2 Task Based Design
One focus of the Adept work is the notion that user interface design should be task-centred.
A model of the users' existing knowledge about a task, termed the 'initial task model',
provides the starting point for the design of an artefact to support that task. This should
generally be accompanied by a statement of design goals expressing either general aims or
recognising problems in the existing task which the design of the artefact is to address. For
example, aspects of the existing task may be error prone or inefficient and it would be a
design goal to rectify such problems. Design goals may be applied at two levels. First, the
task itself may be subject to some redesign in accordance with the design goals and,
second, given that alternative artefact designs could support the task expressed in a task
model, the design goals serve as a mechanism for differentiating between the design
solutions. It is of no consequence if there does not already exist an artefact that supports
the task directly, although there will generally be a greater distance between existing and
designed tasks in this case.
The user acquires new task knowledge as a consequence of using the newly designed artefact; we term this the 'resultant task model'. Clearly, there is no guarantee that the resultant
task model will be the same as the designed task model which was used in the creation of
the artefact. The resultant task model may, in some future design scenario, function as the
initial task model for the design of another artefact. This is similar in philosophy to the
notion of task evolution presented in (Carroll, Kellogg & Rossen, 1991) whereby a
designed artefact opens up new possibilities for human tasks, which in turn place
requirements for new artefacts — the so-called 'task-artefact cycle'.
The remainder of this paper describes the Adept software demonstrator which illustrates
how users' existing task knowledge can contribute to the design of an interactive system to
support that task and shows how integrated tool support can be provided for the design process. In so doing, we hope to approach the design of user interfaces through a sound modelling basis rather than arbitrary hacking.

3. The Adept Design Environment
The previous section motivated the Adept work, culminating in two crucial points. The
first is that all the models used in the design process, irrespective of whether they result
from analyses or from design, should be made explicit and available within an integrated
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environment which facilitates the transfer of knowledge from one modelling stage to
another. The second point is that user interface design should be user centred and therefore
should take account of the users' characteristics and the tasks which they wish to carry out.
Adept achieves this by encompassing design from task analysis, through specification, to
the generation of a run-time system, via a number of modelling stages. This is developed
in more depth below. First, the context is set by summarising the models upon which the
design environment is based and outlining the associated design philosophy.
A number of models are central to the Adept demonstrator: task models, user models,
abstract interface models and concrete interface models. These models support different
stages of the user interface design life cycle. Task models in Adept represent either the
knowledge possessed by users and recruited in performing some existing task or the
knowledge which will be required to perform a designed task. User models provide a
perspective on more general user characteristics which are not captured by the task models:
they typically model levels of expertise and types of knowledge system of the user group.
Abstract interface models (AIMs) provide a high-level description (or specification) of the
interface and, finally, concrete interface models (CIMs) provide a low-level description of
the interface: an instantiation of a CIM is an implementation.

user group
analysis

User Model
application of
design rules
application of
design rules

refinement or
generation

consequences of
design
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Figure 1 (modified from (Johnson et al., 1993)) shows these models and summarises how
they are utilised in the process of user interface design; section 4 provides further details.
The various tools in the Adept demonstrator support the design processes either through
manipulation of the models or by facilitating transitions from one modelling stage to
another. Those processes represented by solid lines in Figure 1 are supported directly by
the tools of the Adept demonstrator, the remainder require further development. The
discussion here focuses on the models rather than the tools which as individual entities
(e.g. task model editor, graphical interface builder) are not unique to Adept and are
therefore of less interest to the research. The description is illustrated with example models
developed in a case study carried out with a group of radiographers from the London
Hospital at Whitechapel. A task analysis was performed with the radiographers for the task
of taking an X-Ray examination to be used in clinical diagnosis.

3.1 An Integrated Design Process
In any user-centred design philosophy, the starting point for the design of the interface
component of a system is an analysis of the prospective users of that system. There are two
distinct aspects to this: the first is a task analysis and the second is a more general analysis
of the anticipated user group. The results of these analyses are expressed as task models
and user models respectively.
In Adept, the initial task model elicited by the task analysis procedure provides the basis
for the interface design, while the information in the user model is used to influence the
design and to select among alternative solutions in the design space. Therefore, it could be
said that at least one design goal is always applied to user interfaces prototyped with the
Adept demonstrator: to select design alternatives which are best suited to the user group as
characterised by the user model. Or, in other words, to promote user-centred design.
As mentioned in section 2.2, the initial task model does not generally constitute a design
model; in most cases the task is subject to some redesign, directed towards satisfying the
design goals. The new task is represented by the box labelled "Designed Task Model" in
Figure 1. The following design stage involves moving from redesigning the task to designing (at a conceptual level) an interface to support that task, expressed as an AIM. The AIM
specifies what the interface will do, but not how it will be achieved. The final stage of the
development is the progression from the AIM specification to implementation as a CIM. It
is at this stage in the Adept demonstrator that the user model exerts its influence, although
there is no implicit constraint in the user model which dictates that its influence is limited
to this area. The additional user characteristics expressed in the user model provide
guidance in discriminating between alternative CIMs which satisfy the AIM specification.
The preceding discussion suggests a top-down approach to design; nonetheless, it is not our
intention to be prescriptive about the design process and therefore designers are free to
work at whatever level of abstraction they find appropriate. Ultimately, the goal should be
to produce a design environment which is sufficiently integrated that the consequence of
design decisions made at any modelling level can be perceived at any other level (either
automatically or under designer control). So, for example, the consequence of deleting
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some component at the implementation level (e.g. a numeric slider) would percolate
upwards so that its repercussions for the task could be observed and analysed.

4. The Adept Demonstrator
4.1 The Task Model
To achieve a user task-based approach to user interface design, a task modelling technique
is required which can feed into the creation of new designs. Many existing task modelling
techniques (e.g. TAL (Reisner, 1981), TAG (Payne & Green, 1986)) were intended
primarily as mechanisms for analysing existing designs by predicting user performance,
rather than as modelling techniques which can feed into new designs. Exceptions do exist,
for example, TAKD (Diaper, 1989) and Task Knowledge Structures (TKS) (Johnson &
Johnson, 1991) are more suited towards expressing users' existing task knowledge. In TKS
a goal sub-structure component describes the users' goals and sub-goals; a procedural
component describes how the goals will be achieved in terms of sequences of actions; and
a taxonomic sub-structure component identifies task objects, their attributes and the actions
that are performed upon those objects.
It is clear that components of a model such as TKS have direct relevance to the design of a
user interface and therefore can feed forward into a design. There are three areas where
this design relevance is most obvious: sequencing information in the task model can feed
into the design of interaction sequences in the user interface; task objects may be realised
as interaction objects in the interface and task actions may be realised as actions upon the
appropriate interaction object.
Adept has adopted a modified version of TKS: temporal relations are an essential part of
our task modelling approach and have been influenced by related work on the use of formal
languages to express task models and models of user interfaces (Johnson, Markopoulos &
Johnson, 1993). Temporal relations are specified between the goals, sub-goals, procedures
and actions of the task model. Initially, we have considered four temporal relationships
between task components (these will be extended): sequence, interleaved, parallel and
choice. They can be described informally as follows, where A and B are goal, procedure or
action components of a task model:
Sequence
Interleaved

(A >> B)
(A ||| B)

Parallel
Choice

(A || B)
(A [] B)

The components are performed in strict temporal sequence
The components are performed simultaneously, with the user
alternating activities between them
The components are performed concurrently
One of the two task components is performed (the user has a
choice in the execution of the task)

An interleaved type is particularly useful for describing temporal relationships in direct manipulation interfaces where there are often a number of tasks on offer simultaneously to a
user. Consider the situation where a user has a word processing application open in one
window and an electronic mail application in another. Both of these tasks are available
simultaneously, but at any instant the user may be engaged in at most one of the tasks —
the user interleaves activities by switching between windows. These temporal extensions
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to TKS are similar to those included in the enhanced version of UAN described by Hartson
& Gray (1992) who discuss one advantage of an interleave operator as being that it
provides a more concise expression of such asynchronous behaviour than would be
possible using a state transition network where every possible state and state change must
be recorded explicitly. The notion of interleavability allows the possible transitions
between asynchronous tasks to be expressed implicitly.

Figure 2.

A task model and editor

The approach adopted by Hartson & Gray is not dissimilar to our own, but there are
distinctions: although Hartson & Gray use the term 'task model' when referring to their
notation, it is in fact used to provide a detailed description or specification of the
interaction design at a level of detail comparable to the abstract interface model in Adept.
Moreover, the extended UAN work does not have the same focus as Adept on a complete
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methodology for user interface design commencing from a representation of the users'
existing task knowledge.
Figure 2 shows the current version of the Adept task model editor which supports the
designer in editing and browsing task models. The upper view in the editor contains a
graphical presentation of the goals, sub-goals, procedures and actions, while the lower
views display the objects of the taxonomic sub-structure and their descriptions. This tool
supports syntax directed editing with a menu based interface, automatic graphical layout
and hiding of information under user control. Task models are represented internally as
abstract syntax trees, facilitating alternative presentations to the user, one of which is an
equivalent textual representation.
This editor imposes a restriction not inherent to the underlying model that the same
temporal relation must exist between all sub-components of a given component. An
alternative view is that all components are considered to be of a certain 'type' which
expresses the temporal relationships between its sub-components. For example, if a goal is
denoted to be of type 'sequence', then all its sub-goals have been identified as being
performed in a strict temporal sequence. The editor shown in Figure 2 contains the initial
task model for the radiography task and a small portion of the goal sub-structure
component is visible in the upper view. The top-level goal for the task is "Take an X-ray";
this is a sequential goal (denoted by the >> symbol) and therefore its six component subgoals are performed in sequence, from "Initial consideration of the X-ray request" through
to "Logging that the request has been completed". This restriction significantly reduces
clutter in the display of the task model and simplifies the editing operations. Where
necessary, dummy nodes may be introduced to allow more complex relationships to be
expressed.

4.2 Designing a Task Model
One particularly novel aspect of Adept is that we have made explicit the notion of
redesigning the task. This allows us to acknowledge the important, indeed sometimes
critical, contribution of the users' existing task knowledge, while recognising that new
artefacts are often designed with the specific intention of changing that task. It would
indeed be a constrained design scenario which did not allow the designer the creative
freedom to introduce new design ideas. However, in redesigning the task, Adept
encourages new ideas to be expressed in terms of the task to be performed rather than in
terms of low-level details of screen design which obscure from the designer the potential
consequences of the changes for the users.
The task model editor supports the user interface designer in constructing the initial task
model and in redesigning the task in accordance with design goals. There are a number of
activities involved in designing the task, one of which is to decide which of the sub-tasks in
the initial task model should be supported by the new artefact. The initial task model
describes a complete task from the users' perspective, but the artefact to be designed may
only be intended to support some portion of that task. For example, we made the (fairly
arbitrary) decision in the radiography case study to support mainly the sub-task of setting
up the control panel and to disregard sub-tasks such as positioning the camera and
developing the film. Other sub-tasks were deleted because they involved physical actions
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(e.g. collecting the patient) or mental processes on the part of the task performer. It is not
only the goals representing the sub-tasks which may be deleted: the same is true of both
procedures and actions. Moreover, new goals/procedures/actions may be added and the
task may be 'restructured'. Another aspect of the redesign process is introducing flexibility
into the task description: the initial task models tend to be very sequential in nature and
have a deep hierarchic structure. In general, a less moded interface design will result if appropriate temporal relations in the designed task are designated to be interleaved rather
than sequential, so that the new artefact facilitates alternating between activities. Clearly,
this is important in the design of direct manipulation interfaces. The designed task is
sometimes referred to as the "computer task model" because it represents the task which
the interactive system will support.
The explicit nature of both the designed task model and the AIM discussed in section 4.4
offers the opportunity to explore design alternatives at an early stage in the development
life-cycle. This could be achieved through either analysis or animation of the models.

Figure 3.

User model tool

4.3 The User Model
The user modelling component of Adept provides information about the users additional to
that contained in the task model: it captures general user characteristics. A detailed
description of its form and function is given in (Kelly & Colgan, 1992).
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The user model constitutes a picture of the typical user, modelled in terms of their abilities,
knowledge and styles of information processing. It is hierarchical in structure and includes
models of the generic user, task independent and task dependent characteristics. These
characteristics are expressed as simple facts held in a knowledge base. For example, three
facts taken from the radiography user model state that the radiographers have low system
experience, use other systems infrequently and have high task experience, as follows:
('system experience' 'low')
('use of other systems' 'infrequent')
('task experience' 'high')

The interface designer instantiates a new knowledge base of user model facts for each
group of users (e.g. the radiographers) to specify their task dependent and task independent
characteristics (the generic user level is intended to contain information applicable to all
user groups). This activity is supported by the user model tool for the Adept demonstrator,
shown in Figure 3, where the user model facts are displayed in the upper left view.
The user model shapes the user interface development by constraining the set of possible
options in the design space. This is achieved through another knowledge base incorporated
within the user model tool, displayed in the upper right view of Figure 3. This knowledge
base incorporates design rules which associate specific user characteristics with usability
knowledge and user interface design guidelines. For example, the design rules below state
that if the users have moderate typing skills, then fill-in forms might be an appropriate
form of interaction, and if their system experience is low then menus might be appropriate:
('typing skills' 'moderate' 'fill-in forms')
('system experience' 'low' 'menus')

Matching the design rules against an instantiated knowledge base of user model facts
results in that subset of the design rules which should be applied to the design of an artefact
for that user group performing the given task(s). Therefore, the ('system experience' 'low'
'menus') rule would be among those applicable to the radiography task. The applicable
design rules are displayed in the lower right view of the tool.

4.4 The Abstract Interface Model
The abstract interface model (AIM) is an important intermediate modelling stage in the
transition from task model to implementation. The AIM provides a high-level description
of what the interface is to do, without specifying how it is to be achieved and is therefore a
useful expression of the design at the conceptual level. The designer can edit and elaborate
the AIM using the editors and browsers of Adept; an AIM from the radiography task model
is shown in Figure 4.
At present, the AIM has a simple structure. It contains two major types of components:
groups and abstract interaction objects (AIOs). A group is essentially a collection of other
components; it can include other groups, leading to a nested hierarchical structure. The
group at the root of this tree represents the complete interface. AIOs are abstract
descriptions of the interaction objects in a user interface and form the leaves of the tree
which is the AIM. At the AIM level, details of interactive behaviour are unimportant — it
is only the purpose of an interaction which is significant. AIOs are therefore classified in
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terms of the type of input which they describe, for example, a numeric AIO specifies that
the user should provide a numeric input, but makes no statement concerning whether this
interaction will be through a slider object, or type-in text field, etc. Clearly, numerous
alternative implementations at the CIM level could satisfy the description given in an AIO.

Figure 4.

Abstract interface model and editor

As in the task model, temporal relations may be specified between the components of the
AIM. The combination of this temporal information and the hierarchical structure of the
AIM groups is important: embedded within it is the sequencing information, equivalent to
the dialogue model of a UIMS. The tree could be translated into other dialogue
specification notations, for example, a grammar where the AIOs formed the terminal
symbols. The AIM structure also emphasises the relationship between the AIOs and the
temporal aspects of the interaction and is used as a guideline for laying out screens at the
CIM level. This indicates the close relationship between presentation and dialogue often
ignored in UIMSs.
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4.5 Designing an Abstract Interface Model
At some stage, the user interface design process must move from task oriented concepts to
interface oriented concepts. This is represented by the transition from designed task model
to AIM. Our view on this is that while the designed task model describes the task (in terms
of its task knowledge requirements) which will be carried out with the designed artefact
from the users’ perspective, the AIM describes the artefact which will support that task,
from the computers’ perspective. This is a 'sideways' move involving consideration of the
form of interface appropriate to support the designed task.
In the Adept demonstrator, a simple automated process assists the designer in moving from
a designed task to an AIM by attempting to produce an equivalent AIM in which the goals
and procedures of the task model are replaced with groups representing the dialogue
structure in the AIM. The most interesting aspect of the AIM design is the destiny of task
actions. It is at the level of actions in the task model that the ‘real’ activities of the task are
carried out and ultimately these actions should be supported by interaction objects in the
user interface. At the level of the AIM, the designer needs to decide what form of
interaction best supports the task action. For example, the radiography task contained actions such as ‘Set the current’ and ‘Set the voltage’ for the X-ray examination. In both
cases, the action is ‘Set’, while current and voltage are the objects. These task actions were
replaced by numeric AIOs in the AIM, illustrating how the choice of AIO is often influenced by the description of the objects which were involved in the task action. Other
relevant properties of the AIOs can also be specified.
As mentioned previously, we do not have a regimented view of the interface design
process, rather we view it as a continuous process. The designers’ preference dictates what
proportion of the design is carried out at the task level and what at the AIM level.
Therefore, design activities continue at the AIM level with interface concepts similar to
those which occurred with task-oriented concepts: the AIM may be restructured or
flexibility may be introduced as part of the design process to meet the stated design goals.

4.6 The Concrete Interface Model
The concrete interface model (CIM) is a platform independent description of the interface
design at a detailed level of interaction objects, their behaviour, screen layout and sequencing; it is a low-level description of the user interface from which a run-time system may be
produced by a compiler or interpreter tool. Within the demonstrator, an interpreter
provides this functionality. Furthermore, a translator tool in the demonstrator produces an
equivalent, platform dependent, implementation from the CIM which makes use of the
Open Look™ widget set. Adept is not committed to any particular implementation platform
and therefore other platforms could be accommodated by writing alternative translators
(obvious choices would be a Motif widget set or the Garnet gadgets). The interface design
can be fine tuned at the CIM level using conventional graphical editors.

™Open

Look is a trademark of AT&T
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4.7 Generating a Concrete Interface Model
The CIM could be developed from the AIM through a refinement process carried out by
the designer. However, as an experiment in intelligent design automation, the
demonstrator incorporates a generator tool to provide this functionality. The generator
fulfils a number of functions, for example, it selects one or more CIM interaction objects as
needed for every AIO in the AIM and instantiates them appropriately (e.g. a slider or typein text field might be selected in the CIM for a numeric AIO in the AIM). It also performs
complex calculations to generate layouts which are ergonomically desirable and which
satisfy the temporal constraints on the interaction given in the AIM. Sequencing
information is also incorporated in the CIM and, where necessary, new interaction objects
are created to control context switches between stages of the dialogue.
Many alternative user interfaces could satisfy the conceptual level design given in the
AIM: the generator is guided in deciding between design alternatives both by in-built
heuristics and by input of user centred design principles from the user model tool. Most of
these design constraints guide layout and presentation. In so doing, an implicit design goal
being applied at this level is that the user interface should be suitable for the user group
characterised by the user model facts. The interaction between the CIM generator and the
user model tool takes the form of question/answer dialogues which are carried out
automatically during the processing of an AIM. The CIM generator poses questions and
the user model tool attempts to reply from its set of applicable design rules. This dialogue
is displayed in the lower left view of the user model tool shown in Figure 3. On occasion
the situation arises where the CIM generator poses a question which the user model tool
cannot answer. There are two alternative solutions: the normal resolution is that the
question is passed on to the interface designer who is provided with a dialogue box in
which to answer. The long-term solution is that appropriate rules should be added to the
user model expressing the recommended approach.

5. Discussion
Adept has successfully demonstrated a novel approach to user interface design. It espouses
an integrated, model-based view of user interface design within which the human factors
contribution is made explicit. One large design problem and a number of smaller ones
have been tackled. Our aims are similar to those expressed in (Neches et al., 1993) who
describe MASTERMIND, a step towards their vision of "integration and continuity across
the entire life cycle of the user interface". They envisage a knowledge-based, design-time
and run-time environment. They anticipate various advantages to an environment which
incorporates explicit models, including the provision of semi-automated design critics and
early exploration of design alternatives (properly based on the task and user models).
While Adept has focused on the task and user models, work to date on MASTERMIND
has focused on the intelligent design tools and 'generic model' — a high-level specification
of the interface, similar in philosophy to the AIM in Adept. Work on MASTERMIND
commenced from a base of existing tools which were to be integrated through shared
models, while Adept set out to design new tools to support the requisite models.
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The Adept demonstrator has served its purpose in illustrating the feasibility of our ideas,
however its scope is limited, for example, it supports only the creation of interfaces
comprised from a set of pre-defined interaction objects. Another development phase is
planned which will improve the tools and enrich the models of the design environment. In
particular, the information in the taxonomic sub-structure of the task model is under
utilised. We envisage elaborating the object descriptions to include details of attributes and
relationships and then using this information as the basis for the design and implementation
of new, task-specific, interaction objects. This would facilitate the transfer of knowledge
from the task objects to the interface design and will also involve enhancing the AIM and
replacing the CIM with a full architectural model along the lines of PAC (Coutaz, 1989).
The user model also demands further work to enhance its knowledge bases and to
investigate more sophisticated application of the design rules. The improved Adept UIDE
will then be subject to a more formal evaluation than has been carried out with the
demonstrator. Of particular interest would be the evaluation of an interface design
produced through our task based design methodology against a design for the same system
produced using more conventional design techniques.
We would not claim that the Adept models suffice to capture all information relevant to
interface design. This is clearly not the case: task models and user models are important
representations of the users and their task knowledge but other contributing factors include
the social and physical environment (ISO, 1991) and the application domain. An
environment such as Adept could also include explicit models of these factors and their
design relevance, where this can be ascertained.
While the discussions herein have focused on design, other advantages are accrued from
the explicit nature of the models in Adept, combined with the fact that a 'history' of models
is held within the system. One potential benefit is concerned with the evaluation phase of
user interface design which has not been covered here. The history should provide a basis
for evaluating design alternatives through comparison and analysis of the models, for
example, the initial task model could be compared with alternative designed task models.
A more speculative benefit is that a study of this history could yield a picture of the design
process as the models progress from task model through to implementation which in turn
should help us to understand how we can best support the design process. Studies of
design practice could be enhanced by adding support for a design rationale notation (e.g.
(MacLean et al., 1991)) to the Adept tools, thus encouraging the explicit documentation of
decisions in the design space with respect to the design goals. This could be further
supplemented with observation and interview techniques. In spite of the fact that the user
model tool contains a knowledge base of design rules, much of the Adept environment is
unintelligent: tools and models support designers but ultimately leave most design
decisions in their hands. By examining design practice, we can gain design knowledge and
add it to our system. Such knowledge bases would then support either further automation
of the design process or the provision of intelligent design guidance; of particular interest
are design constraints which operate between the task model and AIM levels.
Clearly, the system we envisage (which might be termed a 'user interface modelling and
design environment') is a large one. Adept has gone some way to look at the models which
will form the heart of such a system; this work must now be extended and developed in a
number of directions to produce a sophisticated, model-based design environment for
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interactive systems. In this way some of the many diverse strands of user interface design
can be drawn together and, hopefully, better design practice will result.
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